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Algae Bloom Monitoring and
Response

The Florida Department of Environmental
Protection responds to blue-green algae
blooms in public waters.
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Dogs Sniffing Out Poo-lution

Dogs have been trained to sniff out human
waste pollution in the environment.
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Country Grove Gets Close to Nature
with their Landscaping
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Sticker Your Storm Drains
Request a free storm drain marking kit and
spread the message that no pollution should
go down the storm drain.

HCFLGov.net/HCH2o
(813) 744-5671
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Algae Bloom Monitoring and Response
One type of algae, blue-green algae (a.k.a cyanobacteria), are naturally found
in waterbodies throughout the state. When there are a lot of nutrients in the
water, an algae bloom can
occur. Most of the time,
algae blooms happen in the
summer and early fall when
the temperature is warm and
rain water washes excess nutrients into waterbodies. But blooms can
occur in other seasons as well.
Some blue-green algae can produce toxins. These toxins can affect
public health. Whether the algae bloom releases toxins or not, they
can cause environmental damage. During a bloom, oxygen in the
water lowers and can cause a fish kill. An algae bloom can also block
sunlight from getting to underwater plants.
The Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) responds to reports of blue-green algae blooms in public
waters. It can be hard to tell just by the look whether an algae bloom is from blue-green algae. By reporting the
bloom, the FDEP will collect and analyze samples, then they post the results on an interactive map on their website at
depnewsroom.wordpress.com/algal-bloom-sampling-results. If you see an algae bloom in a public waterbody, you can
report the bloom by calling the toll-free hotline at 855-305-3903 or report it online at www.reportalgalbloom.com.

Marsh Rabbit
In Florida, there are rabbits that enjoy calling lakes, ponds, rivers, and
marshy areas their home. The marsh rabbit is similar to the eastern
cottontail rabbit, but their looks and habitat slightly differ. Marsh
rabbits are a little smaller and darker than cottontails. They also do not
have the characteristic white fluffy tail that gives the cottontails their
name. Instead, marsh rabbit’s tails are small and gray-brown in color.
Marsh rabbits also differ from cottontail rabbits by their strong
swimming abilities. They will escape from predators by diving into
the water and swimming away. Their predators include owls, foxes,
Photo by Jean-Lou Justine
bobcats, and alligators. This is why they are usually found living near
water. They find their food by the water, too. They eat plants like cattails, duck potato, dollarweed (a.k.a pennywort),
and water hyacinth. They will also eat wild blackberries and woody or semi-woody plants out of the water.
Shoreline restorations help create good habitat for these furry animals. Add shoreline plants and dense bushes around
your waterbody to help provide food and nest sites for marsh rabbits. For a list of native plants for Florida fresh
waterbodies, view the Adopt-A-Pond Notebook on our website at HCFLGov.net/AdoptAPond.
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Country Grove Gets Close to Nature with their Landscaping
Country Grove is a small neighborhood located
northeast of W. Bearss Avenue and N. Boulevard in
Tampa. In this neighborhood, they have towering oak
trees, cypress trees lining their stormwater pond, and
lush, beautiful landscapes throughout.
As part of the Adopt-A-Pond program, we always look
at the neighborhood around a pond to see whether
the yards help prevent or contribute pollutants to the
pond. When it rains, the yards in Country Grove help
keep pollutants from washing into their Adopt-A-Pond,
making it a healthier pond environment.
Their landscaping includes large plant beds, full of
hardy African irises, plumbagos for a pop of color,
sea grapes to provide food for birds, and jasmine
to cover the ground. When asked what sparked
her and her neighbors to change their landscapes
to be more Florida-friendly, Diane Willard of
Country Grove said they wanted yards that grew
well in the shade, that needed less water, and
that were prettier than what they had before.
The hardest part for her was digging the plants.
She had a lot of tree roots to avoid.

These lushly landscaped yards helps protect the
neighboring pond, keeping it healthier.

Country Grove’s stormwater pond is lined with cypress
trees.

To learn more about Florida-Friendly LanscapingTM, visit
the UF/IFAS Extension, Hillsborough County website at
Hillsborough.ifas.ufl.edu/fyn.
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Dry Times
Right now we are in a very dry period.
Rain has been scarce and ground water is
dropping. This means our lakes, streams
and ponds are retreating. Some may even
go entirely dry. Here are some things you
should be aware of during these dry times.
Periodic dry times are natural and healthy
for our waterways. When dead organic
material, commonly called muck, is exposed
to the air, it breaks down and compacts,
turning it into denser soil.
While you might be concerned about the
fish, keep in mind that many species are
adapted to these periods and those that are
not will be thinned, so populations will be
rebalanced when waters return. Remember,
nothing goes to waste in the environment.
The fish and other creatures will feed birds
and other animals that need nourishment.

Lower water levels can be a great time to add plants to a
waterbody. The Estes Pond Group took the dry time as an
opportuntity to easily add plants around their pond.

We do not recommend that you try to save fish or
animals. It is best to let nature take its course. It is also
illegal to move fish and animals from one waterbody
to another without proper permits. This can spread
invasive species and diseases. While you might think
you are saving a few fish, you might actually be causing
the deaths of thousands by moving them.
We also do not recommend augmenting your
waterbody. Augmenting is when groundwater is
pumped out of a well (or in rare cases potable water
is used) to fill up a waterbody. This takes valuable
groundwater away from needed uses such as drinking
water and food production and essentially wastes it
by placing it in waterbodies where it will evaporate or
could become polluted. Since it rarely has a significant
impact on the waterbody anyway, augmenting is a
big, expensive waste. It also prevents muck oxidation,
mentioned above. So remember, it is not a swimming
pool; let nature take its course.

It is also important to watch out for invasive plants
creeping into those dry areas. Many are adapted to
stay alive when the water returns. They are much
harder to control when the water comes back, so it
is best to keep those under control while the water is
down. On the other side of the same coin, now is a
great time to go after those stands of nuisance plants
you have been wanting to get under control.
Now is a great time to plant, if you do it correctly.
Having exposed land makes it easy to get plants in
places that are normally too deep. But plants cannot
survive too dry. When planting, stay lower toward the
water. Use plants that will be tall enough to survive
when the water returns or use plants that are adapted
to living completely underwater.
Dry times are natural and healthy. If we know how to
work with them, they are nothing to worry about.
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Sticker Your Storm Drains
Would you like to play a part in teaching your neighbors about stormwater pollution prevention? Hillsborough
County’s Storm Drain Marking Program can help.
The Storm Drain Marking Kit includes colorful markers
to add a pollution prevention message to neighborhood
storm drains, with the message “No Trash in Drains,
Keep Your Water Clean.” The kit also includes glue
to install the markers and door hangers to distribute
to neighbors about the new markers and pollution
prevention tips.
The goal of this program is to spread the word that
stormwater pollution — water pollution that is carried
from our yards and streets by rain runoff — is easy to
prevent. The markers spread the word that storm drains
are only for rain — not oil, not grass clippings, not
leaves, not fertilizers, not litter, not pet waste.
If you live in Hillsborough County and would like to order a free storm drain marking kit, request yours at
HCFLGov.net/AdoptAPond.

Pond Plant Spotlight: Swamp Lily
Swamp lily, Crinum americanum, is a showy plant
that lives year after year along the shoreline of a
waterbody. It grows to be around three feet tall
with white, fragrant blooms that radiate from the
top of a central stalk.
This beautiful plant will bloom all summer and into
the fall. It grows in the sun or shade and will even
bloom in the shade, unlike some other plants. In
the winter, it will freeze to the water level, but
come spring time, new green leaves will shoot up
out of the ground.
Some believe this plants is part of the Amaryllis
family, rather than a lily. This might be due to its
onion-like bulb and similar leaves to the amaryllis.
This plant makes a great addition to the edge of a waterbody or in a watergarden/rain garden.
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Water Sampling Test Kits Available for Free
Are you interested in testing the amount
of dissolved oxygen (DO) or pH in a
waterbody? Right now, we have test kits
available for measuring these values and
we are giving them away to our newsletter
subscribers.
If you are interested in picking up a free
test kit, send an email to
AragonJ@HCFLGov.net and include your
name, the test kit you would like (e.g. DO,
pH, or both), and the pick-up date. Limit
one set per person.
We will send you a confirmation email
with more details on pick-up. Please note,
all kits will need to be picked up from our
office, near Brandon, Monday through
Friday between 7:30 a.m. and 4 p.m.

Dogs sniffing out poo-lution
Dogs can be trained to sniff out many things, including drugs, explosives, fruits and vegetables, bedbugs, and even
cancer. But did you know there are dogs that can now sniff out human waste?
Human waste (E. coli bacterium) is harmful to the
environment. It can cause illnesses and beach closures.
Conventional ways of detecting human waste in water
requires tests that can take at least a day to process and
might need follow-up samples to make sure it is accurate.
Methods used to detect leaks in sewer pipes may involve
dyeing the water or using smoke to see where leaks are
located. This can also take days and get costly.
A company based in Maine has dogs (many of which have
been rescued from shelters) trained to sniff out spots where
human waste is getting into the environment. The dogs are
Photo by Wayne Parry, Associated Press
able to go right to the source of the problem and the results
are immediate. They have detected leaking septic tanks, sewer pipe breaks, and places where the waste was
disposed of improperly. The dogs will only give an alert when they sniff human waste, not animal waste. Once
they find a leak, then it is up to the owners to fix it.
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Charlotte, North Carolina fills stormwater needs with new plan
The city of Charlotte, in Mecklenburg County,
North Carolina, is similar to Tampa in some
regards. They are not a compact city. Their
city is growing in a sprawling way where they
are spread out over a large area. They also get
a lot of rain in short bursts. This poses some
challenges for their stormwater system.
With the growing population, the city and
county (Charlotte-Macklenburg) were seeing
an increasing amount of paved surfaces and as
a result, an increasing amount of stormwater
runoff. They also have clay soils that are slow
to soak up water. Streambank erosion and
aging pipes were also a problem. CharlotteMecklenburg knew they needed to make some
changes.

Photo from Charlotte-Mecklenburg Storm Water Services

Their approach to tackle these problems was
(After) This stream restoration project helps prevent erosion and
a different approach than what had been used filter pollutants from stormwater runoff.
in the past. They were taking a proactive,
Creek and it drained a 15 acre neighborhood. The
rather than a reactionary approach. Water
stream bank erosion and pollution washing into the
pollution prevention and flood control were their top
creek were the main problems to fix in the project.
priorities. They also wanted to preserve and protect
the natural areas in and around waterbodies.
They decided against piping the runoff to the creek
because it wouldn’t help the pollution problem and
One of the areas
could make the flooding worse. Instead, they started
they worked
by filling in the gully with mulch and sand. They also
on fixing was a
created a series of pools that cascade down to each
gully that was
other. These pools help slow the flow of water and give
30 feet wide and
it a chance to filter down into the mulch and sand. This
25 feet deep
process helps clean pollutants out of the water.
at its deepest
spot. It was part
Next, Charlotte-Mecklenburg will collect water samples
of a stream that
at the beginning and downstream of the project to find
flowed to Reedy
out how well the project is working at improving water
quality.
(Before) Major
erosion and
For more information on the stormwater project in the
pollution led
City of Charlotte and Mecklenburg County, visit
Photo from Charlotteto a project to
charlottenc.gov and co.mecklenburg.nc.us.
Mecklenburg Storm Water
improve this
Services
stream.
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Program Reminders and Updates
Adopt-A-Pond Application Update
We recently revised the Adopt-A-Pond application
to include eligibility for ponds with private drainage
easements, provided they are directly connected
to the Hillsborough County maintained stormwater
system. This change will help expand our impact
on the environment and will allow us to help more
ponds. To participate in the Adopt-A-Pond program,
visit our website at HCFLGov.net/AdoptAPond to
view and complete the new application.
If you have any questions about your pond or the
Adopt-A-Pond program, contact Jennifer Aragon at
AragonJ@HCFLGov.net.
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